
BEES for sale 

 

Our bees are carefully inspected by a provincial OMAFRA inspector and we ensure that the quality of the 

bees is suitable for distribution. They are inspected for gentleness, honey production and their ability to 

over winter. We are qualified to sell bees and posses our sales certificate from OMAFRA Apiary 

Inspectors.  

Availabilities: 

 

5 frame nuc in single brood hive  

NOTE: You may purchase beekeeper’s kits from other suppliers, it may 

include everything you need to start your adventure of keeping honey 

bees. Or we can also work with your own equipment.  

 

 

Queens for sale 

NOTE: Australian Queens arrive in April. Please call at least a month in 

advance to place an order. (depending on supply and demand, we may 

purchase other breeds, please ask us when placing your order) 

Bonnie Bee Honey queens are available in June or July. By raising our own queens, we are 

working towards “cleaning” our bees of any poor genetics that was created by foreign queens. 

We aim for certain character traits like, quieter gentler bees, strong brood pattern and larger 

honey harvest.  **Bonnie Bee Queens may not always be available** 

 



SWARM removal 

Do you have a swarm or nest of honey bees on your property? Before you call, please make sure that 

they really are honey bees. We will not remove any native species unless the nest is in a location too 

close to human activities (door frames, children’s play area,). There will be a service fee for removing 

native bees or wasp’s nests.  

Swarming is a natural part of the honey bee’s life cycle. Honey bees in a 

swarm are generally not aggressive unless they are being agitated. If you 

have a swarm of bees that can be easily removed don’t hesitate to call right 

away, a swarm may only stay in that area for only 1 to 2 days.  

705.533.3655 

 

 

 

Spot the DIFFERENCE 

Here in Ontario there are 400 different species of native bees! Can you spot the difference 

between those native bees and the introduced honey bee? Here are a few examples of other 

buzzing bees; 

 

 

 

 

 

Bumble bee Carpenter bee Leafcutter bee 

Sweat bee Mining bee 



WASPS  

 

The most common know wasps are yellowjackets and hornets. 

Unlike our fuzzy pollinators these species are carnivores and prey 

on other insects. They may also be a nuisance around your 

outdoor BBQ or picnic. Some species of wasps will build a paper 

nest (pictured left), where others will nest in the ground. Like any 

bee’s nest when disturbed, they will become defensive and will 

sting any intruder. You can spot a wasp nest on buildings where 

they are protected from the weather or in trees, best seen in late 

fall when the leaves have fallen. If not disturbed, these wasps will 

not pose a threat. Come late fall, the colony will die off and only 

the next generation of queens will over winter, the nests will be 

empty and will not be reused.  

 

 

Yellowjacket Bald faced hornet 


